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Version "It's a Trap!" Released! : [www.wrackgame.com] We're thrilled to announce that the next of our biweekly updates is
here! This one introduces a beta of Steam Workshop, which will allow you to submit your own custom content, and play that of
others! This, as well as the other changes, are outlined in our update trailer which you can see right here: " target="blank"
rel="noreferrer" >src=" FULL CHANGELOG Added new supply crate traps! One is a bomb that explodes, and another is a
projectile shooter which rises up and fires a bunch of shots in a ring. Crouch to avoid its attack! Steam Workshop is now active!
You can now browse submitted content published to it. You can now submit your maps to Steam Workshop through WrackEd.
You can now browse and play subscribed Workshop maps through the "Workshop Content" menu. Fixed a bug that allowed you
to fall through the map on E1L2. Fixed a crash involving using objects as stairs. Objects can now be properly climbed like
stairs. The default selection in the "Choose Skill" menu is now the last skill setting you chose. Fixed a bug that could cause some
achievements to mistakenly unlock after loading a quicksave. Removed episode 2/3 from the episode selection menu. It's
already out on Steam and the website, and should be up Desura shortly.. Version "Support the Troopers" Released! :
[www.wrackgame.com] We're pleased to announce that our next biweekly update, "Support the Troopers", is here! This latest
update introduces a new model for the Arcturan troopers, achievement graphics, and numerous visual tweaks which you can see
in action in the trailer here: " target="blank" rel="noreferrer" >src=" FULL CHANGELOG Arcturan troopers now have their
own unique model! As a result, they're now further differentiated from the soldiers. Added achievement graphics! All of the
currently unlockable achievements now have graphics, with the rest to come soon. Added some Arcturan gut gibs which spawn
for both the soldiers and troopers. Added more detail to the bazooka texture. Greatly improved the spike ball texture. Bloom
mapped the lights on the supply crate projectile trap. Gibs now cross over monster blocking planes. Fixed an editor crash
involving pasting objects and undo/redo. Fixed an editor crash involving using undo while creating a prism. Fixed a bug that
caused Score Attack mode to mistakenly use your regular playthrough high score on a map, rather then your high score in Score
Attack mode.. Version 1.2.1 Released (and in the Humble Bundle!) : Hey there folks! We're happy to announce that Wrack
v1.2.1 is here! This patch addresses some performance issues, fixes some bugs, and some other things. Here's the full rundown
on what's changed: Made an optimization to reduce slowdown when objects are deleted from the world (like particles). Using
the Hyperblade's finisher no longer disqualifies you from getting the "Katana-rama!" achievement. Reduced texture memory
usage and got rid of some unnecessary texture files. This should reduce the number of crashes due to being unable to load
certain textures. Improved the handling of setting your frame rate higher than your monitor's refresh rate when vsync is enabled.
Added several new posters to E1L1 and E1FINALE. The Guardsphere now has a brightness map attached (meaning certain
parts of it glow). Music/sound effect volume now default to 0.5. Aggregate lighting now defaults to off. Weapon camera
movement now defaults to "reduced". But that's not all! Wrack is currently a part of the Humble Bundle, and will be until May
7, 2015.. Christmas Hotfix Released! : Merry Christmas everyone! We're put out a quick hotfix to fix a couple of issues with
the last version. Those are: Arcturans no longer glitch when trying to melee attack you. Fixed a crash involving undo/redo in
WrackEd.. Version "The Update Cometh. Early" Released! : I'm proud to announce that the first of our biweekly updates,
entitled "The Update Cometh. Early", is here. and as you may have guessed, it's here early! We really wanted to get some bugs
and other issues from the initial release taken care of as soon as possible, which is why this update is out so quickly. The next
update is still scheduled for Dec. 9th. So, what's new in this update? Here are some of the highlights: Fixes galore! - Numerous
crashes and glitches have been fixed, including ones that allowed you to travel outside of the map. Featured maps! - At least, we
have featured maps! Two are fun speedrun maps, and another is a challenging map, for the few of you who think Wrack is too
easy! Gameplay improvements! - Wrack is now more fast-paced at all difficulty levels (except the last one). This affects Time
Attack and Score Attack mode as well. Font improvements! - Remade the main game font, and enlarged it slightly to make it
easier to read. Speaker colors have also been updated. .. Wrack Price Reduction : Hey everybody! We're pleased to announce
that the price of Wrack has permanently been reduced from $14.99 USD to $9.99 USD. For those of you outside the US, this
same 33% price reduction should apply to you as well. We hope this will lead to many more enjoying this game, and that this
will help us bring you more in the future.. Version "Zomboned!" Released : [www.wrackgame.com] We're back with another
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great update for you! "Zomboned!" sees the beginning of Zombo being animated by our new animator, along with decal fading,
tweaks to the Oculus boss fight, even more gibs, and plenty more! You can check it out in the update trailer right here: "
target="blank" rel="noreferrer" >src=" FULL CHANGELOG Began animating the E1L4 miniboss, Zombo! He's by no means
finished, but there's been a significant amount of progress. Decals can now fade both their color and transparency over time.
This has been applied to the missile and blood decals. Made numerous tweaks to the Oculus boss fight. It should be more
interesting and more fair now. Added additional and improved gibs for the Arcturan soldiers. Fixed a collision bug that made it
difficult to consistently get an extra boost from jump pads by holding the jump button. Added both a "Browse Workshop" and
"Reset" menu item to the "Workshop Content" menu! This allows you to browse the Steam Workshop from within Wrack itself,
and should you subscribe to anything new, reset the list and play that content immediately! Added background sounds for both
the Recycling Center and Fusion Plant. Monsters now turn more smoothly. Players now turn more smoothly to face their view
target. Monsters now turn over 15 frames instead of 8. Brightened the switch textures, pulse cells, and seek soldiers. Fixed a
weapon rendering issue that prevented the outlines from reaching the edge of the screen. The QuakeAttack() AI script
command no longer takes a screen shake amount argument. Instead, it returns true if the player was affected. DoScreenShake()
can now be used to achieve the same effect as before. Added the DoScreenShake() AI script command. It functions exactly like
the weapon script command of the same name. QuakeAttack() no longer tries to damage objects in range if the "damage"
argument is 0. huddisplayposition now displays the player's angle/pitch as well.. Version 1.1.2 Released : Hey there! Another
quick update for you today. This one contains one fix and one addition. Here they are: The mouse can now be used to highlight
the left/right menu item arrows in the menu. When clicked, the menu item increments/decrements based on which arrow is
highlighted. Fixed a bug that caused the summary total possible kills/treasures/secrets to be inaccurate after going to the secret
level. To my knowledge, that fixes the last of the bugs, but if there are others (or older ones continue to persist), be sure to let us
know in the discussion group. More substantial content soon.. Minor Update "That's Camtastic!" Released : We've got a minor
update for you this week. Most of what's been worked on won't really shine until later on down the line, but there's still some
great new stuff nonetheless! Here's the full list of changes: FULL CHANGELOG The player camera can now be animated
through weapon animations! This means that all weapon actions, including death, can animate the player's camera. No weapons
currently take advantage of this, but hey. it's in! Weapons now lag their position/angle when the player turns and moves. This
makes the weapons feel more fluid. Added a new Doom 2 mancubus-style attack to Zombo. One attack remains! Fixed a
collision issue that let you fall through the map when straddling lifts. Fixed a collision issue that made slopes parallel to the one
you're currently on block you. Fixed an issue that prevented the mouse from being usable in the menu under certain resolutions.
Weapons now spawn their attacks based on their spawn position. Added the SetSpawnPosition()/SetSpawnPositionAtBone()
script commands for weapons. Added the SpawnParticles() script command for weapons. This means that weapons can spawn
particles now! None of them currently do, but they can ! Added the "camerabone" mesh weapon object property which sets the
name of the weapon bone that affects the player's camera. Added the "lagoffset" weapon property which allows weapons to
control the maximum amount their position can lack behind the player's movement. The AI script commands
SetSpawnPosition() and SetSpawnPositionAtBone() now affect projectile spawn angles as well. Did another pass of brightening
on mesh textures and graphics. A bit more tweaking might be needed, but their brightness levels are pretty good now. Did
another pass of brightening on E1L2, and hooked up a new bloom map. Added slightly more ammo to the boss room of E1L1 to
ensure that the player has enough ammo to kill Geizer.. Version "Now in Color!" Released : [www.wrackgame.com] We've got
another great update for you! This update, "Now in Color!", significantly enhances the overall brightness and color depth of the
game. It also adds a new form of anti-aliasing, some new screen effects, and plenty more! You can see for yourself the
difference it all makes in the update trailer: " target="blank" rel="noreferrer" >src=" FULL CHANGELOG Significantly
brightened many of the game's textures and graphics! The game's overall contrast should be much better now. Added a new
form of anti-aliasing: FXAA ! This reduces pixelation of numerous edges, including weapon outlines and textures. Updated the
lightmapping blur algorithm to produce better results. Mappers also have more blurring choices! Faces now take up less less
lightmap space due to no longer needed a pixel-wide border. Lowered the level ambient lighting from 64 to 16 to produce more
contrast. Optimized the rendering of decals. There's still some more work to do, but it should be a bit better now. Lowered the
max. number of decals on a single face from 512 to 256. Made some tweaks to the bloom algorithm. It now samples a more
even distribution of pixels on the screen to blur. Added support for angle/pitch offsets for various screen shaking effects, and
applied it to the weapons (including the Hyperblade when it hits something). The gamepad now rumbles when an object is
struck with the Hyperblade. Brightened and increased the duration the dynamic lights attached to weapons when they fire.
Barrel gibs now spin around. Made some lighting/architecture adjustments on E1L1. Added some bloom maps for several E1L1
textures. Removed a couple of duplicate faces on E1L4. Fixed an issue that prevented killed monsters that activate a checkpoint
from being gibbed.
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